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Plastic protective case Puluz for Insta360 (black)

Puluz plastic camera case for Insta360 (black)
Do you want to safely capture interesting moments with your Insta360 camera? With the PULUZ plastic case it will be possible! Made of
excellent quality materials, it ensures the safety of your equipment. You no longer have to worry about accidental drops or bumps. With
PULUZ the camera will be fully protected, and you can enjoy creating stunning shots! 
 
Thoughtful design
Thoughtful design of the Insta360 plastic camera case is a guarantee of excellent protection. Made of high-quality plastic, it fits perfectly
into the shape of your device. Easy assembly and disassembly make the use of this case extremely convenient. Importantly, this gadget
does  not  obscure  the  camera  screen,  providing  full  functionality  and  comfort.  In  addition,  thanks  to  the  possibility  of  mounting  on  a
special handle, you gain even more freedom and stability when creating amazing videos.
 
Guaranteed safety
What sets the PULUZ plastic camera case apart is its exceptional durability and top-quality workmanship. The product is resistant to wear
and  tear,  which  means  it  will  serve  you  for  a  long  time,  regardless  of  the  conditions  you  work  in.  It  also  exhibits  shock  and  impact
resistance. In addition, the case provides excellent cooling performance, so you will avoid camera failures caused by overheating. Now
you can safely create in any conditions, confident that your camera is fully protected.
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	Producer
	PULUZ
	Model
	PU866B
	Compatibility 
	Insta360
	Material 
	plastic 
	Color 
	black

Price:

Before: € 7.995

Now: € 6.00

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories  GoPro
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